SEMICON Europa—focus on current industry needs

SEMICON Europa took place in Munich at the same time as electronica 2018. This has expanded the range of exhibits in the sector for semiconductor manufacturing at the World’s Leading Trade Fair for Electronic Components, Systems and Applications.

The SEMICON Europa technology and business programs address the critical issues and challenges facing the microelectronics industries and provide the information, education, and guidance that needed to move your innovations and products to market.

Connect with the facts

✓ SEMICON Europa offers exhibitors and attendees the unique opportunity to engage and network with over 5,800 engineers, executives, and key decision-makers.

✓ It is the premier European showcase for business and exploration in areas like flexible hybrid electronics, MedTech, automotive, imaging, design and fabless, SMART Manufacturing, materials, power electronics, and more.

✓ 70 percent of visitors are involved in buying and investment decisions while 45 percent of visitors represent engineering job functions.

The audience

SEMICON Europa attracts a highly influential audience from every segment and sector of the European microelectronics industries including: semiconductors, LEDs, MEMS, printed/organic/flexible, and other adjacent markets. Exhibitor
and attendees meet to enact change and address industry-shaping trends. Be a part of the conversation.

Exhibitor Shop
Exhibitors and co-exhibitors at SEMICON Europa can easily go online and place orders for services, advertising space or marketing materials in the Exhibitor Shop.

You can conveniently order all services and much more at our online Exhibitor Shop.
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